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The Oregon Association of Scholars today released the first in a planned series of political
cartoons. The cartoon, entitled “School Choice”, responds to current debates in K-12 education
that pit advocates of parental rights and educational results against radical teacher-activists who
have come to dominate many public school systems.
“Coming on the same day that the U.S. Department of Education reported a steep drop in math
and reading scores across the nation, our visual commentary on the plight of public education
could not be more timely,” said OAS president Bruce Gilley, who also serves as a member of
the board of the National Association of Scholars.
The cartoon shows students entering a school that is divided into a
classical and a radical-activist side. The classical side is festooned
with the US, state, and city flags, and the teachers are dressed
professionally, welcoming the students into a safe and rigorous
environment. The radical-activist side is flying the flags of Black
Lives Matter, Gay Pride, and Anti-fa, and the teachers are a mishmash of a hippy, a black radical, a well-meaning white liberal, and a
transgender person with obscene prosthetic breasts.
“School choice should not mean having to flee the public system,”
Gilley remarked of the cartoon. “Instead it should mean giving
parents and the broader public the choice to control the radical
fantasies that pass for public education today, and to send their
children to learning environments free of political indoctrination, over-sexualization, and
degradation of educational standards.” The cartoon is freely available for download here.
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